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Abstract 
We consider the problem of determining the VC-dimension b,(h) of depth four n-input 
l-output threshold circuits with h elements. Best known asymptotic lower bounds and upper 
bounds are proved, that is, when h + co, bj (h) is upper bounded by ((h2/3) + nh)(logh)(l + o( 1)) 
and lower bounded by ( 1/2)((h2/4)+nh)(log h)(l -o(l)). We also consider the problem 
of determining the complexity O;,(N)(c,(N)) of Boolean functions defined on N-pointsets 
of vertices of n-dimensional hypercube (Boolean-valued functions defined on N-pointsets 
in 4e”, respectively), measured by the number of threshold elements, with which we can 
construct a depth four circuit to realize the functions. We also show the best known upper 
and lower bounds, that is, when N+M, a,(N) is upper bounded by 32(N/log N)(l +0(l)) 
and lower bounded by 6(N/logN)(l-o(1)) and c~(N) is upper bounded by 
,/16(N/IogN)(l+o(l))+4n2-2n’ and lower bounded by ,/6(N/logN)(l-0(1))+(9/4)n’- 
(3/2)n. 
1. Introduction 
Many researchers in the neural network community want to know the generaliz- 
ation capabilities of the neural networks that they have built, or want to guarantee the 
capabilities from a theoretical grounding. There are a few methods that caq provide 
the capability, such as a cross validation to check the capabilities during a learning 
period or a correlation method to construct a network with a certain capability 
certified by statistics. However we still want some measure of the capabilities of the 
networks we happen to have, which can estimate the capabilities regardless of how the 
networks were built and in some situations can estimate the size of the networks 
before we build them. 
One well-known result in this line was obtained by research in the PAC learning 
paradigm [2,3]. These results are stated in the form “if you are to estimate adichotomy 
of 9” from randomly drawn samples in W” and associated categories, you have to 
have F(E, 6, VC-dimension) samples to make the probability of your risk having an 
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error rate greater than E less than 8’. The VC-dimension is a measure of the richness of 
a set of representations of the dichotomies, and is defined for 9 as 
the maximum of N such that there exists an N-pointset P, on which any Boolean- 
valued function defined is equal toflP for some fey, 
where 9 is a set of Boolean-valued functions which are functions whose region is 
(0, I}. 
Although its importance has been widely recognized, the VC-dimension of complex 
representations such as neural networks is not well understood. Cover [4] obtained 
the number of functions realizable by a single threshold element, with which we 
readily prove that the VC-dimension of single-element etworks is exactly the number 
of connecting weights including the threshold. For multi-element networks, the 
number of functions realizable by the networks was not obtained, although an upper 
bound was easily obtained based on Cover’s result. An upper bound along this line 
was first given by Baum and Haussler [2], which is 2 Wlog(eN) where W is the total 
number of weights including the number of thresholds and N is the number of 
elements in the networks. In this argument, the number of functions realizable by the 
networks was estimated by just multiplying upper bounds of the number of possible 
functions implementable by each element. Because of this overestimation, there was 
a doubt about the strictness of the bound. 
Baum and Haussler also gave a lower bound of the VC-dimension which was 
approximately W for the depth two case (i.e., one hidden layer case). Since it is hard to 
imagine realizability of all the possible functions on a domain of more than W points 
by networks with only W adjustable parameters, many people believed that the 
VC-dimension of the multi-layer networks is approximately Wwhich is the number of 
the adjustable parameters of the networks, and is a straightforward generalization of 
Cover’s result. 
Recently Maass proved that this was not the case [6]. He showed that some set of 
depth four circuits (i.e., circuits with three hidden layers) has the VC-dimension at 
least Q( Wlog W), which means that surprisingly Baum’s upper bound is tight in terms 
of order. 
We have found tighter bounds of the VC-dimension of multi-layer networks, 
which are described epending on the depth of the network, which can be summarized 
quite roughly as: the VC-dimension is lower bounded by (l/2) Wlog h and 
upper bounded by Wlogh where h is the total number of hidden elements (it can 
be the number of elements in the circuit, which does not make substantial difference). 
We report in this paper the results for the depth four case (i.e., the three-hidden 
layer case), where unfortunately the coefficient in the place of l/2 in the above 
summarizing statement is in fact smaller than l/2; whereas for other cases it is almost 
l/2. For these cases, please refer to [lo, 111. Let b,(h) represent he VC-dimension 
of depth L + 1 threshold circuits with h elements. Then our results in more formal way 
are: 
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For the depth three case (i.e., the two hidden layer case) we only have rather 
disappointing lower bound yet which is a direct consequence of lemmas used to prove 
our lower bound for the depth four case, which will not be explained in detail here: 
(h2/4)+nh < b,(h) d ((h2/4)+nh)(log h)(l+o(l)). 
Our results can be looked at from a different point of view, that is, the complexity 
view point. The neural networks we consider in this paper are just threshold circuits 
which were under attack by many prominent researchers in the 1960’s and 1970’s. 
Among the themes they studied was a problem of determining complexity of Boolean 
functions (functions which map (0, l}” into (0, l}), which is the number of threshold 
elements necessary to realize any Boolean function. The problem of complexity is far 
more popular in terms of “and” and “or” elements. The latter problem is deeply 
connected with the complexity of algorithms and still many researchers are investigat- 
ing it. In contrast, the complexity in terms of threshold elements had nothing to do 
with other research areas at that time, and interests in it faded away after the research 
on threshold elements as a whole declined. Only recently the study started again in the 
area of complexity of computations. Let c,(N) be the complexity of Boolean valued 
functions on N-pointset defined as 
the minimum number of threshold elements necessary to realize by a depth L+ 1 
circuit any Boolean-valued function on an N-pointset in R”, 
where the minimum is taken for all possible arrangement of N points, and CL(N) the 
complexity of partially defined Boolean functions: 
the minimum number of threshold elements necessary to realize by a depth L+ 1 
circuit any partially defined n-input Boolean functions (defined on N vertices in 
n dimensional hypercube). 
Then for example Lupanov’s first result [S] which is concerned with the depth five 
case can be restated (after reducing depth by one) as follows: 
“The complexity ~~(2”) of n-input Boolean functions is, when n-co, upper bounded 
by 24J2”/n( 1 + o(1)). In particular, if n is a power of 2, the 
12fi(l +o(l)Y. 
Our results which are not only an improvement but also a 
Lupanov’s result are as follows: 
bound improves to 
generalization over 
and 
Section 2 defines terminologies. Section 3 proves the upper bound of the VC- 
dimension and the lower bound of the complexity, and Section 4 and 5 the lower 
bound of the VC-dimension and the upper bound of the complexity. 
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2. Terminology 
A linear threshold element, abbreviated as a threshold element hereafter, is an 
element with k inputs x1, x2, . . . , xk, 1 output, and k + 1 parameters wr , w2, . . . , wk and 
0 which outputs sgn( I!= I WiXi - 0), where sgn(x) is the sign function. A threshold 
circuit is a feedforward circuit (or network) composed of threshold elements. It is 
just a combinatorial network, except that the input values to elements can be any 
real values. The threshold circuits we deal with in this paper have only one binary 
output. The inputs to the circuit or the output from the circuit are called external 
inputs or external output to distinguish them from intra-circuit inputs and outputs. 
The depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path from its external inputs to 
its external output, where the length is the number of the elements on the path. 
We can naturally assign the depth to each element in a circuit as the length of the 
longest path from the external input to the output of the element, where the length 
is the number of the elements on the path. The depth of the external output element 
is equal to the depth of the circuit. A hidden layer is a set of elements with the same 
depth other than the depth of the circuit. Therefore a depth L circuit has L- 1 hidden 
layers. A point x in 9” is on the output value boundary of an element of a threshold 
circuit when in any of its neighborhood there exist a point for which the element 
outputs 1 and another point 0. The output value boundary of a circuit is similarly 
defined. 
A function whose range is (0, l} (a set of 0 and 1) is called a Boolean-valuedfunction. 
In particular the Boolean-valued function whose domain is (0, l}” is called a Boolean 
function. A O-l vector is a vector whose elements are 0 or 1. (I * b is the inner product of 
two vectors a and 6. An N-pointset is a pointset whose cardinality is N. # (P) 
represents the cardinality of a set P. A function whose range is (0, 1, . . . ,2”- l} (a set 
of integers between 0 and 2”- 1) is called an s-bit-integer-valued function. When 
an s-bit-integer-valued function is realized by a threshold circuit, a linear element 
(which outputs Cf= i wixi for inputs ~1, . . . , xk) is used as its external output element. 
A point x in W” is on the output value boundary of some threshold circuit which 
realizes an s-bit-integer-valued function when in any of its neighborhood there exist 
a point for which the circuit outputs one value and another point another different 
value. 
Let 9 be a set of Boolean-valued functions, and S be an N-pointset in 9”. Set 
n~(S)~f{D:DcS, 3f~Y[CVp~Df(p)=l and VpeS-Df(p)=O]}. If n~(S)=2~, 
that is, if for any dichotomy So u Si (Se n Si = { } ) of S there exists some f~5 such 
thatf(&)=(O} andf(Sr)={l}, S is shattered by 9. The VC-dimension VC dim(F) 
of a class 9 of Boolean-valued functions is the maximum cardinality of the sets 
which are shattered by F. If we define n,(m)=max( # (n,(S))) for a positive 
integer m where S in the expression varies in all possible set in W” with cardinality m, 
VC dim (9) is the maximum of d which satisfies n,(d) = 2d. The VC-dimension 
of a set of circuits is the VC-dimension of the set of functions represented by the 
circuits. 
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When mad, @a(m)%fC$o(T), otherwise @a(m)~f2m, assuming d>,O, m>,O. 
Then we have [3,4]: 
(i) If VCdim(H)=d, for any m>O, n,(m) < Qd(m). 
(ii) For any m >, d > 1, Qa(m) < 2(md/d!) G (em/d)“. 
(iii) In particular, if r, is a set of Boolean-valued functions realizable by an n-input 
threshold element, its VC-dimension is n + 1 and for any m 20, 
nTn(m)=2@,(m- 1) < @,+l(m). 
b,(h) is the VC-dimension of a set of depth L+ 1 n-input l-output feedforward neural 
networks with h threshold elements in L hidden layers. c,(N) is the minimum of the 
complexity of the Boolean-valued function on some N-pointset, that is, the minimum 
number of hidden elements uch that depth L + 1 n-input l-output feedforward neural 
networks with that number of threshold elements in L hidden layers can implement any 
of the Boolean-valued functions on some N-pointset. a,(N) is the minimum of the 
complexity of the Boolean function on some N-pointset consisting of vertices of 
n-dimensional unit hypercube, that is, the minimum number of hidden elements uch 
that depth L+ 1 n-input l-output feedforward neural networks with that number of 
threshold elements in L hidden layers can implement any of the Boolean functions on 
some N-pointset consisting of vertices of n-dimensional unit hypercube. 
3. Upper bounds by function counting arguments 
We improve the upper bound of the VC-dimension of depth L + 1 (L > 1) threshold 
circuits obtained by Baum and Haussler [2] and consequently obtain a good lower 
bound of the complexity. The basic idea is the same as that of Baum and Haussler, that 
is, to count an upper bound of the number of all the Boolean-valued functions on an 
N-pointset realizable by a set of threshold circuits based on Cover’s result [4] which 
tells us how many Boolean-valued functions can be realized by a single linear threshold 
element. Note that the VC-dimension and the complexity we consider in this paper are 
those of circuits deeper than depth 1 (i.e., we exclude the case for single unit 
circuits which is readily obtained from [4]) and that the expressions in this section apply 
only to the circuits with hidden layers. Note also that a depth L + 1 circuit has L hidden 
layers. 
Theorem 3.1. The VC-dimension of depth L + 1 (L 3 1) n-input l-output threshold circuits 
with h= hI + hz+ ... + hL+l linear threshold elements, where hi elements are in depth 
i layer and h,_ + 1 = 1, upper bounded by (xi < j hi hj + nh)(log h + 2 log log h) + h where log is 
the logarithm base 2 and h 2 46. 
Proof. Recall that Hr.“(N) is the maximum number of dichotomies of an N-pointset 
realizable by an n-input threshold element, that is, the maximum number of linearly 
separable dichotomies of an N-pointset in 9”. Then the number of Boolean-valued 
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functions defined on an N-pointset in 9” realizable by the set of threshold circuits 
mentioned above, is upper bounded by 
Applying Shannon’s inequality (c-qilogqi < C-qilogpi(Cqi=Cpi= 1, qi > 0, pi 2 0)) 
to the right-hand side, we get 
If we put N=(Ci,jhihj+nh)(logh+2loglogh)+h, then we get 
L+l 
log l-I 
I=1 ( 
nTn+CII:h,(N) h’-N 
) 
h 
+(Ci<jh;hj+nh)(lOgh+2lOglOgh) > 
<O (when h 2 46). 0 
In the same way we can prove the following general theorem for the upper bound of 
VC-dimension, which gives a slightly looser bound for the linear threshold circuit case 
(Corollary 3.3.). 
Theorem 3.2. The VC-dimension of a set of circuits with h elements whose VC-dimensions 
are dt’s is upper bounded by (C := 1 di)(log h + 2 log log h) when h > 37, where log is the 
logarithm base 2. 
Corollary 33. The VC-dimension of depth L + 1 (L B 1) n-input l-output neural networks 
with h=hI+hz+--.+h~+I linear threshold elements, where hi elements are in 
depth i layer and hL + 1 = 1, is upper bounded by (‘& < j hi hj + (n + l)h)(log h + 2 log log h) 
when h 2 37, where log is the logarithm base 2. 
It is not difficult to restate the above result in terms of the complexity. 
Theorem 3.4. To realize any Boolean-valued function defined on any N-point set by 
depth L+ 1 n-input l-output threshold circuits with h= hI + hz + a-. + hL+ 1 elements, 
where hi = ri h elements are in the depth i layer, hL + 1 = 1, and 0 < ri < 1 are$xed to some 
value, for L 2 2 (when N-rco) h should be equal to or greater than 
2rN/(log(2rN)+410glog(2rN))+rzn2/4-m/2, where r = l/(Ci < jrirj) and log is the 
logarithm base 2, and for L = 1 (when n 24) h should be equal to or greater than 
N/(n log N). 
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Proof. First, consider depth L > 2 circuits. According to the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is 
enough to show that 
h < J2rN/(log(2rN) + 4 log log(2rN)) + rznz/4 - m/2 
*( ~jhihj+~h)(10gh+210g10gh)+h<N. 
For such an h 
C hihj+nh=ih’+nh < 
2N 
i<j log(2rN)+4loglog(2rN) 
holds. And, since h < J2rN/(log (2rN) + 410g log(2rN)) we have 
logh<;log 
2rN 
log(2rN)+4loglog(2rN) 
< ;(log(ZrN)-loglog(ZrN)), 
loglogh ~loglog(2rN). 
Therefore 
( zjhihj+nh)(10gh+210glogh)+h 
_Nlog(2rN)+3loglog(2rN)+~~(log(2rN)+4loglog(2rN)) 
log (2rN) +4log log (2rN) 
<N (when N-co). 
For L= 1 we have, by putting h= N/(nlog N), 
L+l 
log I-I 
l=l ( 
h 
%n+ZHh,(N) 
) 
<nh(loge+logN+logh-log(nh))+h 
N 
=- 
log N 
loge+logN+(logN-logn-loglogN)-(IogN-loglogN)+; 
N 
=- 
log N 
logN+loge-logn+; 
> 
<N (when n>4). 0 
The following corollaries are easily obtained from the above theorems. 
Corollary 3.5. When h-+ co, 
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Corollary 3.6. When N + co, 
N 
nlogN 
< cl(N), (n 2 4), 
4. Lower bounds by construction of circuits 
Our lower bounds are proved by a constructive argument. If we present some 
N points, a set of circuits, and a method to find a circuit in the set which implement 
any given Boolean-valued function on the pointset, then clearly N is a lower bound of 
the VC-dimension of the set of circuits. Since our set of circuits have common 
underlying configuration or acyclic directed graph representing connections between 
elements, we specify an appropriate circuit by just defining appropriately connecting 
weights and thresholds of elements in the circuit. 
Let us explain a little bit more about the basic strategy of our proofs. Let us suppose 
that we have Wadjustable parameters (connecting weights and thresholds) in each circuit. 
1. We first define a pointset Sr of appropriately chosen (l/2) W points in P-i. 
2. A set SZ=(yl,... , ys} of s different points in W’, where s=log(h/logh). 
3. Suppose that a Boolean-valued function f(x, y) on Sr x SZ is to be realized. 
Define an s-bit output functionffrom Sr to (0, l}” asf(x)=& r (f(X, yj))ej, where ej 
is the jth unit vector, that is, ej=(O, . . . ,O, cl,, 0, . . . ,O). 
jth 
4. Implement f by adjusting the W parameters. The basic idea to do this is to 
confine input points which assume the same output value by a pair of hyperplanes. 
Adjust parameters (connecting weights and threshold) of each element so that they 
define the hyperplanes. Use some technique to get the output f(x) from outputs of 
these pairs and then to get f(x, y) from f(x) and y (this can be done with 
O(h/log(h)=o(h) elements). A single element with m inputs defines a hyperplane in 
&?“, and a pair of the hyperplanes can confine any m points among points in general 
position in Wm. Therefore it is not absurd to expect that each pair of elements in 
hidden layers can confine (1/2)w points in S1 where w is the number of adjustable 
parameters of the pair of elements, and consequently all the pairs can confine about 
(l/2) W points in total each confining the same output value points. In fact this is 
feasible but not easy. Thus the domain S1 offcould have as much as (l/2) W points 
and the domain Sr x SZ off could have as much as (l/2) Wlog h points. 
Since the proofs of the target theorems have many technical details, we divide the 
proof into two phases and show them in different sections for easy understanding. In 
this section, we prove the following statements which are looser bounds than our final 
results. 
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Theorem 4.1. The VC-dimension of depth four n-input l-output threshold circuits with h 
linear threshold elements is lower bounded by (1/2)(hZ/4)(log h)(l -O(loglog N/ 
log h)). Moreover the set of the N-pointset on which the above bound is attained has 
infinite Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 4.2. For any N-pointset in W, any Boolean-valued function defined on the 
pointset is realizable by a depth four circuit with at most 4@7&%(1 +O(loglog N/ 
log N)) linear threshold elements. Moreover the set of these N-pointsets has infinite 
Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 4.3. For any N (62”) there exists N-pointset in (0, 11” such that any 
Boolean-valued function defined on the pointset is realizable by a depth four circuit with 
at most 4,/2,/$&??(1 +O(loglog N/log N)) lineaer threshold elements. 
The above theorems are readily proven from the next theorem which by itself 
gives lower bounds of the VC-dimension of circuits with more restricted types of 
architecture. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that positive integers hI, hz and s (where hz is even) are given. Let 
P be any N =(1/2) hI hz pointset in W1 and Q be any s-pointset in 4e’. Any Boolean- 
valued function f (x, y) deJined on the product set P x Q can be realized by a depth four 
circuit with hI + hz + 2.2”+ s + 1 threshold elements. Moreover any point in P x Q does 
not reside on the output value boundary of the circuit. 
The proofs of Theorems 4.14.3 based on Theorem 4.4 are easily done as follows. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (bused on Theorem 4.4). For any N-pointset in W”, there exists 
an a for which every a * x differs for x E P. Then we can use u-x as the external input to 
the circuit constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.4. If we put in Theorem 4.4 as 
h,crh/21-2.2”-s-4, h,crh/41 (where s=Llog(h/logh) J), we get the desired 
results. Note that for the points each taken from a neighbor of each point in P x Q 
embedded in 9” the same circuit implements any Boolean-valued function on the 
points, and consequently the set of points which attain the bound has positive 
Lebesgue measure. Note also that for those points which are images of any affine 
transformation of the points obtained above, we transform the connection weights 
and thresholds of elements in the circuit for the points before the affine transformation 
by its conjugate transformation and get the desired circuit; therefore the set of points 
which attain the bound has infinite Lebesgue measure. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (based on Theorem 4.4). As in the previous proof, it suffices 
t0 put: N+rN/sl, h,+rJZJj~Jl, and h2+2r(llJ5)JNis11 where 
s=rlogJml. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3 (bused on Theorem 4.4). Let r =Llog log Jw J. Let us 
select arbitrarily at most r N/27 points from vertices of n-r dimensional hypercube. 
Let the set be called P. Let Q be the set of all vertices on r dimensional hypercube. 
Clearly the product set P x Q ( # (P x Q) > N) is a subset of the set of vertices on 
n dimensional hypercube. Again as in the previous proof, it suffices to put: N t r N/s 1, 
h,tr$~~l, and h,c2r(l/fi)dml where s=2’. 0 
It is easily seen that Theorem 4.4 is proven from the following two lemmas which 
show details of construction of circuits explained above. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that positive integers hI , hz and s (where hz is even) are given. Let 
P be any N = (l/2) hI hz pointset in W ‘. Any s-bit-integer-valued function f (x) dejined on 
P is realized by a depth four circuit with hI + hz + 2” threshold elements (h, elements in 
the first hidden layer, hz elements in the second and 2” elements in the third), and one 
linear element (as the external output). Moreover, the 2” elements g’ (0 d i < 2”- 1) in the 
depth three layer satisfy: 
for any external input xEP, 
Vi<f(x) G?(x)=1 and Vi>f(x) G?(x)=O, 
where G!(x)(O < i < 2”- 1) is the output value of the element g” when the external input 
x is fed to the circuit. Moreover any point in P does not reside on the output value 
boundary of the circuit. 
Lemma 4.6. Let us consider a Boolean-valued function f (x, y) defined on the product set 
P x Q for pointsets P and Q in 9’. Let Q be {yi: l<i<s, yi<yi+,}, and 
f(x) %f c= 1 f (x, yi)2’- ‘. Suppose that f (x) is realized by a depth L > 4 threshold circuit 
(fi with H threshold elements and a linear external output element, which has 2” elements 
gT(O < i d 2”- 1) in the depth three layer that satisfy: 
for any external input xEP, 
Vi<f(x) G&(x)=1 and Vi>f(x) G:(x)=O, 
where G!(x) (0 < i<2”- 1) is the output value of the element g’ when x is fed to the 
external input of the circuit. Then f (x, y) is realized by a depth L circuit with 
H + 2”+ s + 1 threshold elements. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Sort the points in P into hI groups in ascending order of their 
coordinate values, where each group has hz/2 points. Let the subsets be PI, Pz, . . . , Phi 
in the order. Set 
ti=t(max{x:x~Pi)+min{x:x~Pi+,}) (l<idhl-1) 
and name the points x in each Pi as x3(1 <j < h,/2) in the non-decreasing order of 
f(x), so that we have f (xi) < f (xfi+ I ). Let E be a positive constant such that 
.s<minlxj-xxj,l for all i, j and j’. 
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We define weights and thresholds of the elements in the circuit as follows, where 
only the external input x is shown as an argument o each element gj for simplicity. 
Depth 1 elements (1 < i<h, - 1): g!(x)=sgn(x-ti). 
Depth 2 elements (1 <j < IQ/~): 
hl - 1 
C (Xi+l-Xi)Qf+(Xf-&) , 
i= 1 )) 
hl-1 
c (Xi+‘-xi)gf +(X; +&) . 
i=l )) 
Depth 3 elements (0 d k < 2”- 1): 
hz/2 h1-1 
gz(x)=sgn C j(gij-1-g$j)- C (min{j:k<f(xi+‘)) 
j=l i=l 
-min {j: k df(xi)))g: +min {j: k <f(xf )I -0.5 
)) 
. 
Depth 4 element: g4 = zr=;-,’ (gz - gz+ 1) k 
Next we show that the requirements in the theorem statement are fulfilled. Let 
G:(X) be the output value of the element gj, when x is fed as the external input to the 
circuit G constructed above. Let us suppose now that x2 such thatf(xi) = k0 is input 
to G. 
The Gj(x)‘s are calculated as follows. 
Depth 1 elements (1 < i < h, - 1): 
Since ti < xk if i < i0 and xz < ti otherwise, 
G:(xz)=sgn(xz-ti)= 
1 ifi<iO; 
o if i < i 
0’ * 
Depth 2 elements (1 <j < h2 ): 
hl-1 
G&-l(xz)=sgn C (~~"-x~)Gl(xjOo)+(xf-_~ 
i=l )) 
=sgn(xg-(x:-e)) 
With the same argument we get G$(xz)=sgn(xz-(x:+8)). 
Therefore 
G&- l(Xk)-GZj(xz)= 
1 if j=j,; 
o otherwise 
Depth 3 elements (0 < k < 2”- 1): 
Since we have min{j: k <f(xy)} <j, when k < k,=f(xz) and j, < 
min ( j: k <f(xy) f when k. < k, we get 
Gkj(xi)=sgn(j,-(min{j:k<f(xy)}-OS))= 
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In other words, the elements in the depth 3 layer behave as expected. Accordingly, 
for x E P, when k =f(x), Gz (x) - Gz+ 1 (x) = 1, otherwise Gz (x) - Gz+ 1 (x) = 0, which 
implies G4(x)=f(x). The number of threshold elements we used is clearly less than 
hl+hz+2S. 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Let Gj(x) represent he output value of the element gj when x is 
fed as the external input to the circuit 6. 
Let us prepare s linear threshold elements u: , uf ,. . , , u,” connected in the following 
way, where yoeW1 is any point such that y. < yl. 
u’(Y)=Sgn(Y-(1/2)(Yi-l +.Yi)) (1 G i G S), 
and u2 s+ 1 =0 for notational convenience. Clearly for any ~EQ, when y = yj, 
u?(y)-ujz+ 1(y)= 1, otherwise u;(y)-u j’+ 1 (y)=O. Let org_act_g? be the activation 
function of g; that appeared in the proof of Lemma 4.5, that is, 
g! (x) = sgn (erg-act-g! (x)); and let org_act_G”(x) be such that G?(x)= 
sgn (org_act_G? (x)). Let us duplicate g” and add connections from uj” to the pair of g; 
as 
g?+(X,y)=sgn Org_UCt_g?(X)-K 
( ( 
1- i Ui,j(Uj2(y)-Uj+l(y)) 
>) 
, 
j= 1 
SF (X9 y)=w 
( 
org-act-g!++l (X1-K 1 -,cl 4, j(“f(Y)-uujZ+ 1 (Y)) 
( )J 
9 
where I;=, ai,j2j-’ is the binary expansion of i, and K is set large enough so that 
ViVxEP org__act_.G?(x) <K holds. Let the external output element (the depth 4 ele- 
ment) be as follows and the resultant network be called W. 
( 
25-l 
g4(X,y)=w 1 (g?+(X,y)-gg:-(X,y))-O.5 . 
i=O 1 
Let ‘9:(x, y), %i(x, y) represent he outputs of gi, uj in W when x and y are fed to the 
circuit %‘. Then we get 
sgn(org_uct_9! (x)) if ai, j = 1; = 
0 otherwise (supposing XEP); 
G:(X) if ai,j=l, = 
0 otherwise (supposing XEP). 
Similarly, when ai,j= 1, %;- (x, yj)= G?+l (x), otherwise ‘9?- (x, yj)=O. 
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Since i <f(x) holds if and only if G?(x)= 1, 
94(X,yj)=SgIl ( 
2s-1 
1 (Ss+(X,Yj)-Si3-(X,Yj))-O.5 = A 
i=O )i. 
ft~~~lf~” 
Since ‘f(X,Yj)= 1” if and only if “aJ(,j,j= l”, we havef(x,yj)=y4(x,yj). 0 
5. Improvement of lower bounds 
From the theorem statements in the previous section, it is clear that we did not 
utilize the high dimensionality of the input space; in fact only two dimensions of input 
space were used. As the second phase of obtaining the bounds, we carefully scatter the 
input points and confine them by hyperplanes utilizing the high dimensionality of the 
input space. Note that the theorem numbers in this section are given in accordance 
with the ones in the previous section, so that some numbers are missing. 
Theorem 5.1. The VC-dimension of depth four n-input l-output threshold circuits 
with h linear threshold elements is lower bounded by (1/2)(h2/4+nh)(logh). 
(1 - O(log log h/log h)). Moreover the set of these N-pointsets on which the above bound 
is attained has infinite Lebesgue measure. 
Theorem 5.2. For some N-pointset in W”, any Boolean-valued function defined 
on the pointset is realizable with a depth four, circuit with at most 
16( N/log N)( 1 + O(log log N/log N)) + 4n2 - 2n linear threshold elements. Moreover 
the set of these N-pointsets have infinite Lebesgue measure. 
The above theorems are readily proven from the next theorem which by itself gives 
lower bounds of the VC-dimension of more restricted architecture circuits. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that positive integers n, hI, h, and s (where hI and h2 are even and 
2”<(1/2)(h,+h2))aregiven. Let N-=(1/2)hIh2, N+=(n-1)((1/2)(hl+h2)-2”)+2”, 
N = N - + N +, and H = hI + h2. Let P+ be any N +-pointset in W” in general position, 
P- be a suitably chosen N --pointset in 9” (especially P+ and P- will be chosen linearly 
separable), and P = P- v P+. Any Boolean-valuedfunctionf (x, y) dejned on the product 
set P x Q for any s-pointset Q in W’ can be realized by a depth four circuit with at most 
ht + h2 +4.2”+ s + 2 threshold elements. Moreover any point in P x Q does not reside on 
the output value boundary of the circuit. 
The proofs of Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 are done in the same way as those of 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 and are omitted. Theorem 5.4 is easily proven from the 
following two lemmas as in the previous section. 
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Lemma 5.5. We assume the same conditions as in Theorem 5.4. Any s-bit-integer-valued 
function f(x) defined on P is realized by a depth four circuit with h, + hZ+2.2S+ 1 
threshold elements (h, elements in thejrst hidden layer, hz + 1 elements in the second and 
2.2” elements in the third), and one linear element (as the external output). Moreover, the 
2.2” elements in the depth three layer satisfy the condition that for any external input 
XEP, 
Vi <f(x) G?-(x)= 1, Vi>f(x) G?-(x)=0, Vj G;+(x)=0 if XEP-; 
Vi <f(x) G?+(x)= 1, Vi >f(x) G?+ (x)=0, Vj G;-(x)=0 ifx~P+; 
where G?- (x) and G?+ (x) (0 d i 6 2”- 1) designate the output value of the elements g”- 
and g?’ in the depth three layer when the external input x is fed to the circuit. Moreover I 
any point in P does not reside on the output value boundary of the circuit. 
Lemma 5.6. Let us consider a Boolean-valuedfunction f (x, y) de$ned on the product set 
PxQforapointsetPin5e”andapointsetQinW’.LetQbe{yi: l<i<s,yi<yi+rj, 
and f (x) “zf xi= 1 f (x, yi)2’- ‘. Suppose that f (x) is realized by a depth L > 4 threshold 
circuit 6 with H linear threshold elements and a linear element (for the external output), 
which has 2.2” elements in the depth three layer that satisfy the condition that for any 
external input xEP, 
Vi<f(x) GQ-(x)=1, Vi>f(x)Gf-(x)=0, Vj GS'(x)=O, ifx~P_; 
Vi<f(x)G:'(x)=l, Vi>f(x)GT'(x)=O, Vj G;-(x)=0 ifx~P+; 
where G?- (x) and GTt (x) (0 d i 6 2”- 1) designate the output value of the elements 
g’- and g”’ in the depth three layer when the external input x is fed to the circuit. Then 
f (x, y) is realized by a depth L circuit with H +2.2’+s+ 1 threshold elements. 
The proof of Lemma 5.6 is similar to that of Lemma 4.6 and is omitted. Note that 
the same construction technique as that of Lemma 4.6 is used for g?- and g” using 2” 
elements each with s elements for uf in common. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. We construct P- supposing that Pt is given. First we obtain 
a point o in B’, a line 3’ which contains o, and a hyperplane S which satisfy the 
following conditions. Note that their existence is obvious, since P ’ is finite and if we 
randomly choose an 9 and an o on 9, almost always they satisfy the condition. 
(Pl) o is in the negative region of s?, and P+ is in the positive region of 2, and 
(P2) for any R( c P+, # (R) < n - l), there exists a hyperplane which passes through 
o and every point in R but does not include 3 and does not pass through any 
point in P’ -R. 
We take arbitrarily N - points on 3 which are in Ma(o) for small enough 6, where 
JV,(O)~~~ (x: 11 x-o 11 < r} where 11. // is the standard Euclidean norm. We will show 
how small 6 should be in the below. Let P- be the pointset thus obtained. Let us 
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define any orthogonal coordinate system whose first coordinate axis is _!Z and whose 
origin is o. Hereafter all the points in W” are represented according to the coordinate 
system. It is easily proven that the following property holds from the general position 
assumption for P +. 
(P3) For any x1,x2 ,..., x._~EP+, letting Xi=‘(Xi,2, ... ,Xi,n) for 
Xi=r(xi,1,xi.29 .ee, Xi,“), det(x;,x; ,..., xh_r)#O holds. 
Let P- correspond to P in Lemma 4.5, and for simplicity we use x to represent he 
first coordinate value of x. We sort points in P -, as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, into h, 
groups with hJ2 points for each group, in the ascending order of their first coordinate 
values. Let the subsets be P,, P2, . . . ,Phl in the order. Set 
ti=(1/2)(maX{X:xEPi}+min{X: XEPi+,>) (1 GiGhi-1). 
and name the points x in each Pi as x:(1 <j < h,/2) in the non-decreasing order of 
f(x), so that we have f(xi) <f(xi+ r ). In the following xj represents the first coordi- 
nate value of xi. 
We define weights and thresholds of the elements in the circuit as follows, where for 
of (1= 1,2) only the first coordinate values are 1 and others are undefined for the 
moment. Note that regardless of wys being undefined the function of the circuit is 
well-defined for the points in P-, which is identical to the function shown in the proof 
of Lemma 4.5. Note also that as usual only the external input x is shown as an 
argument o each element gl for simplicity. 
Depth 1 elements (1 < i < h,/2): 
g:i_1(X)‘Sgn(wf’X_t*i_1), 
g~i(X)=Sgn(wf’X-t,i). 
Depth 2 elements. (1 <j d h,/2): 
, 
h,-1 
,gl (xi+‘-xj)g!+(xj’+s) . 
In the following G:(x) represents the output value of the element gf in the circuit 
thus constructed when x is fed to the external input to the circuit. 
Next we are going to define the remaining components of ,:(I= 1,2). We adopt the 
technique developed in [9] for the points in P + ; that is, to confine points which 
assume the same output values (s-bit-integers) by pairs of hyperplanes (that is, by 
elements). Let T: “2’ {x:x~P+,f(x)=i}, and E be any constant such that 
0 < E < (l/2) min 1 xi-x; 1 for all i, i’, j and j’. Note that the arbitrariness of E will not 
affect the function of the following circuit for XEP. 
Step 1: it-l,j+-1, 14-l. 
Step 2: If i = 2”- 1 then go to Step 6. Otherwise, it i + 1. 
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Step 3: If # (T: )= 0 then go back to Step 2. 
Step 4: If # (T: ) > n - 1, take n - 1 points or otherwise take # (T: ) points from 
T: arbitrarily and delete them from T: . Let the set of the extracted points be called 
Ti. Define rvf so that two conditions 
(cl) VXE Tf 
i 
Wf’X-_t2j_1=(1/2)(-tzj_,+tzj) if I= 1, 
Wf.X-(C?;‘(xj+’ -xj)G!(X)+(xf-E))=E if 1=2, 
(c2) tl~~P'-T~l [Gij_r(X)=l A G:j(X)=O], 
i.e., VXEP+-T~ [Gij_,(x)=G\j(X)] 
be satisfied. Note that (cl) guarantees “V’XE T:.[G:j_ 1(x)= 1 A G:j(X)=O]” and (~2) 
implies there are no point of P +- Ti between the output value boundaries (hyper- 
planes) Of gij_ 1 and gij. By the property (P3), we can always define tvf to satisfy the 
first condition, but not necessarily the second. Nevertheless if 6 is small enough, this 
can be done. The explanation is below Step 6. 
Step 5: jtj+l. Ifj>h,/2 thenjcl, Icl+l. Go back to Step 3. 
Step 6: jlustcj. If there remain undefined rvf, define them to satisfy 
VXEP+l [G\j_l(x)= 1 A Gij(X)=O] 
and stop. 
Before the explanation of Step 4, note that 1 never becomes 3 in Step 5, since 
jlast becomes the largest when all 2” output-value categories have one element T.+‘s, jlast 
is always less than or equal to 2”+L(N+-2”)/(n- 1) J =(h, +h,)/2, and consequently 
j > hJ2 never holds. Now we will explain why Step 4 is feasible. For simplicity of 
explanation, we rewrite the first condition as: 
(cl’) VXE T; 
i 
wf’X=(1/2)(t,j-,+t,j) if 1= 1, 
M+X=&+(~;~;r(Xj+r -xj)G!(x)+(xf-8)) if 1=2. 
Note that the righthand sides are positive constants maller than 6 (recall that P - is 
defined so that P- c N,(o)). 
(1) First, let us consider the case 6 =0 (that is when P - is degenerated to the point 
0). Clearly there exists a solution for (cl’) satisfying (c2), for which the output value 
boundaries of Gf’s (I= 1,2) will not pass through points in P+ - Ti. Let the solution 
be denoted by w:(O). 
(2) Next consider the case when 6>0 is very small. Since the solution of simulta- 
neous linear equations is a continuous function of the constant column vector (the 
righthand sides of (cl’) for this case), there exists a solution close to w:(O). Let the 
solutions be denoted by w:(6). This is an abuse of notation since the solution is not 
a function of 6 and there exist many. We will use it, though, since it is simple and will 
not cause any misunderstandings. 
l Since the hyperplane designated by w;(O) passes through o and every point in 
Tf but no point in P +- T;, no points of P+ - Tf are in some neighborhood of the 
hyperplane. 
0 
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Consequently, for small enough 6 > 0, we can find a wf so that (cl’) is satisfied and 
no point of P + - Tfi locates on the hyperplane designated by it; that is, (~2) is also 
satisfied, since the distance between the output value boundaries of G\j_l and 
G\j is less than 2s/(I of /I which would be made as small as we need by reducing 6. 
Now we define the other part of the circuit. The main points of the following 
construction is: 
to incorporate an element (u2 below) which separates P- and P’, which will be 
used as a control input to a multiplexor (see the following third point), 
to implement a mechanism which simulates an s-bit-integer output function on P + 
(g,” ’ below), and 
to implement a mechanism to multiplex the simulated s-bit-integer output for P - 
represented by gz- and that for P+ represented by gz+, according to the output 
value of u2 (see “ --Ku’” term in gz- and “-K(l -u2)” term in gz+ below). 
We assume that the hyperplane A? is denoted by rv”. x= 8’. Note that, from the 
definition of %‘, VXEP+ IV’ .x-8’ > 0 holds. 
Depth 2 element: ~~(x)=sgn(w~.x-f~I~). 
Depth 3 element (0 Q k < 2”- 1): 
h/2 
&W=sgn C j(dj-l-&j) 
j= 1 
hl- 1 
- 1 (min(j: k <f(xj+‘)}-min{j:k <f(xj)})g! 
\ i=l 
+min {j:k<f(xj’))+OS 
gz+(x)=sgn 
( 
c 
js.t. 3x[x~Tf 
(Skj-l-Sij) 
A.o.4 2 kl 
+ c (g$j-r -g$j)-K(1 -?A’) 
j s.t. &[xe~~hf(x)>k] 
Depth 4 element: gf=Cil;’ ((g~--g~;l)+(g~+-g~++l))k, 
where g 3: s 0 and g $Z = 0 for notational convenience, and K is defined large enough 
so that 
VkVxeP-G;+(x)=0 A VkVxeP+ G;-(x)=0; 
this is possible since P + and P- are finite. For any XEP-, we can show that gz+ and 
gz- work as desired in the same way as the proof of Lemma 4.5, using the above fact; 
that is, 
G:-(x)= 
1 if k <f(x) 
0 if f(x) < k, 
and Gf+(x)=O. 
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For XEP+, since we have Gz- (x)=0, we are only to consider the behavior of gz+ . 
For XE Tj’ , since 
0 P(x)=l, 
l G:j_,(X)=l, G:j(X)=O, 
l Vk#j [G&_,(x)=G:,(x)] and Vk [G$,_,(x)=G&(x)], 
we get 
Gz+ (x) = sgn c (Glj-r(X)-Gij(X)) 
js.t. 3x[xcT; of> k] 
i ii :G{zi 
Similarly for XE T;, since 
0 U(x)= 1, 
l G$j-l(X)= 1, G%(x)=02 
l Vk[G:,_,(x)=G:,(x)] and Vkfj [G&_l(~)=G$k(~)], 
we also get 
Gz+(x)=sgn c (G$j-l(X)-G$j(X)) 
js.t. 3x[xcT~~f(x)> k] 
i ii ~~~~~ 
Therefore, regardless of x E P - or x E P +, if XE P then 
which implies that Gi’(x)=f(x). 
The elements we used are at most hI + hz +2.2”+ 1 threshold elements and one 
linear element (for the external output). Cl 
6. Concluding remarks 
We summarized our results on lower bounds of the VC-dimension that they are 
(l/2) Wlog h where W is the total number of connection weights and thresholds and 
h is the number of hidden units. This was established, though, only for one hidden 
layer case [lo] and for the unbounded number of hidden layer case [l 11. For the case 
considered in this paper, we only have a little bit smaller coefficient. This is because we 
could not utilize the units in the third hidden layer which in our proofs are used for 
a kind of housekeeping and although they are only negligible number of elements 
(o(h)), they definitely form a layer. This is a reason why we still do not have good 
lower bounds of the VC-dimension of depth three circuits as is explained in Section 1. 
To eliminate the housekeeping layer, we need knowledge on geometrical 
properties of vertices of a hypercube. For example if we could find h2/4 vertices 
on (h/2)-dimensional hypercube which are in general position, we readily prove 
that the VC-dimension of depth three circuits is lower bounded by 
(1/2)(h2/4+nh)(logh)(l-o(1)) which is half of the upper bound. Moreover the 
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VC-dimension of depth four circuits may be proved to be lower bounded by 
(1/2)(h2/3+nh)(logh)(l -o(l)) which is again half of the upper bound. 
Suppose that the above problems are solved. Then to which bounds is the true 
VC-dimension close ? Our expectation is that our upper bound is much closer to the 
true VC-dimension, that is, 
which is also an open problem. 
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